
Percentage Ladder – Free Time activities  

Writing and Listening  

 Percentage I can … Prove it! 

 

 

 

80%   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listening  

I can understand authentic spoken texts 

and material from a range of voices which 

include more complex and extended 

passages. I can extract information, 

identify opinions and draw conclusions. I 

can immediately understand references to 

the past, present, future and conditional.  

 

Speaking  

I always communicate in class in Spanish 

and ask questions confidently. 

I can speak spontaneously and discuss 

facts and experiences confidently. I am 

adventurous with my language, using a 

range of opinions, adjectives, quantifiers, 

connectives and verbs for this topic 

(gustar, escuchar, ver, descargar, 

asistir…). I make few mistakes. I can 

accurately make reference to at least five 

time-frames (present, past, near future, 

conditional, imperfect, future or the 

pluperfect). 

 

Reading  

I can apply my language skills and 

knowledge of Spanish to understand a 

variety of unseen material. I can also use 

context and other clues to work out the 

meaning of new material I read. I read 

authentic Spanish for pleasure. 

 

Writing  

I can write fluently and coherently on a 

wide variety of topics without preparation 

and for many different purposes (e.g. blog, 

post-card). All of my responses are 

accomplished and developed, using a wide 

range of vocabulary and grade 8 

grammatical structures (including present 

subjunctive, pluperfect subjunctive, 

conditional and imperfect tenses, and the 

passive voice) confidently and 

successfully.  

Writing: 

Escribes un articulo sobre los pasatiempos de los 

jovenes:  

 

Menciona:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Escbribe 150 palabras 
 
To achieve 80% in this task, you must give a full response to 
both bullet point and use a wide range of opinions, 
adjectives, quantifiers, connectives and verbs (gustar, 
escuchar, ver, descargar, asistir…), se faire des amis, 
surfer…).  You must make accurate reference to at least three 
different tenses. 

 

 Tus géneros de música 

favoritos 

 Como has utilizado tu móvil 

anoche 
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I can translate a passage containing a 

range of complex language structures into 

Spanish.  

For this topic, I can apply and adapt a 

range of verbs (gustar, escuchar, ver, 

descargar, asistir…). 

 

 

 

Listening  

I can deduce meaning and demonstrate 

understanding of overall message and 

detail in longer passages (including 

authentic sources),  which include a range 

of at least three different tenses, 

opinions and some more complex 

grammatical structures (including the 

imperfect and conditional tense) and less 

familiar vocabulary.  

 

Speaking  

I communicate in class in Spanish and ask 

questions confidently.  

I can initiate and sustain conversations 

without much preparation. I use good 

pronunciation and use a range of 

adjectives, quantifiers, connectives and 

verbs for this topic (gustar, escuchar, ver, 

descargar, asistir…). I can confidently 

make reference to at least four time-

frames (present, past, near future, 

future, conditional or imperfect). 

 

Reading  

I can apply my language skills and 

knowledge of Spanish to understand the 

main points of unseen material. I can also 

use context and other clues to work out 

the meaning of new material I read. 

 

Writing  

I can adapt previously learnt language to 

write extended texts on a variety of 

topics. Responses are accomplished and 

developed including detailed descriptions, 

narrations and well justified opinions. I 

can use a variety of grammatical 

structures mostly accurately, including 

more complex, Grade 7 structures, such as 

Writing: 

Translate the following passage into Spanish:  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

70% 

Some people say that TV is bad but I 

would say that it is great.  For 

example, last night I watched my 

favourite soap and it was gripping.  

My friend prefers to listen to music.  

This weekend I am going to use my 

phone to buy some concert tickets 

for her. 
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preterite, present, future and conditional 

tenses, superlatives and the imperative.  

I can accurately translate a passage of 50 

words containing Grade 7 structures into 

Spanish.  

For this topic, I can apply and adapt a 

range of verbs (gustar, escuchar, ver, 

descargar, asistir…). 

 

 Listening  

I can understand the main points and 

opinions from a spoken passage by 

listening for the gist or for detail.  

 

Speaking  

I almost always communicate in Spanish in 

class and can ask a range of questions. I 

can respond to questions using extended 

and detailed answers using a range of 

adjectives, quantifiers, connectives and 

verbs for this topic (gustar, escuchar, ver, 

descargar, asistir…). I am mostly accurate 

with good pronunciation. I can normally 

clearly convey information in four 

different time-frames (present, past, 

future, near future, conditional or 

imperfect) 

 

Reading  

I can understand the main points and 

details of longer texts on this topic. I can 

understand some unfamiliar language, and 

am becoming more confident in working 

out the meaning of new language using 

context and clues.  

 

Writing  

I can write a long paragraph on a number 

of topics without much preparation. I can 

write clearly for different purposes (e.g. 

blog, post-card), expressing ideas and a 

range of opinions, adjectives, quantifiers, 

connectives and negatives.  

I can write in the present, preterite, 

future, conditional or imperfect tense 

with reasonable accuracy.  

Writing:  

 

Escribéis un articulo sobre lo que gustan los jóvenes. 

Mencionad: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Esbridid 90 palabras 
 
To achieve 60% in this task you must be able to respond fully 
to both bullet points. You must use range of opinions, 
adjectives, quantifiers, connectives and verbs (gustar, 
escuchar, ver, descargar, asistir…).  You must make accurate 
reference to at least two different tenses.   

 

 

60% 

 El género de música y películas 

que prefieren los jóvenes 

 Si hay una diferencia entre los 

gustos de jóvenes y sus padres 

 Que has hecho recientemente en 

tu móvil. 

 Lo que vas a mirar este noche por 

la televisión 
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I can manipulate vocabulary and grammar 

with reasonable accuracy.  

I can convey key messages in a translation 

into Spanish of a passage of around 50 

words. 

For this topic, I can apply and adapt a 

range of verbs (gustar, escuchar, ver, 

descargar, asistir…). 

 

 Listening  

I can understand and respond 

appropriately to spoken language including 

some more extended passages, identifying 

overall messages, key points, details and 

opinions. I can normally understand 

references to the past, present, future 

and conditional.  

 

Speaking   

I often communicate in Spanish in class 

and can ask a range of questions. I can 

respond to questions on the topic and 

extend some answers. My pronunciation is 

good. I use a range of adjectives, 

quantifiers and connectives. I can 

effectively communicate using three 

tenses (gustar, escuchar, ver, descargar, 

asistir…). with some accuracy.  

 

Reading  

I can understand the main points and 

opinions of shorter texts on this topic. I 

can use context and clues to understand 

some unfamiliar language.  

 

Writing   

I can write a long paragraph on a number 

of topics without much preparation. I can 

write clearly for different purposes (e.g. 

blog, post-card), expressing ideas and a 

range of opinions, adjectives, quantifiers, 

connectives and negatives.  

Writing:  Escribes una letra sobre tus pasatiempos 

  

 La música 

 La televisón 

 Un concierto reciente  

 Lo que vas a hacer este fin de semana 

Escribe 40 palabras 

To achieve 50% in this task you must be able to respond fully 
to all bullet points (although words do not have to be equally 
weighted). You must use a range of opinions, adjectives, 
quantifiers, connectives and verbs (gustar, escuchar, ver, 
descargar, asistir…).  You must make accurate reference to 
at least two different tenses including the past tense (3rd 
bullet point) and the future tense (4th bullet point).   

  

 

 

50% 
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I can write in the present, past and future 

(or conditional) tense with reasonable 

accuracy.  

I can manipulate vocabulary and grammar 

with reasonable accuracy.  

I can convey key messages in a translation 

into Spanish of a passage of around 50 

words. 

For this topic, I can apply and adapt a 

range of verbs (gustar, escuchar, ver, 

descargar, asistir…). 

 

 Listening   

I can understand the main points of a 

spoken language, including some extended 

passages. I can recognise whether an 

opinion is positive or negative. I can 

normally understand references to past, 

present or future.  

 

Speaking  

I communicate in Spanish in class and can 

ask some questions. I can take part in a 

simple conversation on this topic and give 

my opinions. I use adjectives, quantifiers 

and connectives and my pronunciation is 

generally good. I can say what is going to 

happen using the near future tense. 

 

Reading  

I can understand the main points and 

opinions from short written texts on this 

topic. I can use context to help me 

understand some unfamiliar language.  

 

Writing  

I can write 3-4 sentences on a limited 

number of topics with preparation.  I can 

write for some different purposes (e.g. 

blog, post-card), expressing ideas and 

opinions, adjectives, quantifiers, 

connectives and negatives. 

I can sometimes manipulate vocabulary 

and grammar with there might be major 

and minor errors.  

Writing: 

 

Traduce en español:  

 

1. I’m passionate about rap music.  

 

______________________________________ 

 

2. I like watching soap operas on tv.  

 

______________________________________ 

 

3. I use my phone to download music. 

 

______________________________________ 

 

4. I am going to buy tickets. 

 

______________________________________ 

 

5. It was gripping. 

 

______________________________________ 
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I write in the present tense but I may 

show an attempt to write in the past or 

future tense. 

I can convey key messages in a simple 

translation. 

 

 Listening  

I can understand the main points of a 

short spoken language or dialogue. I can 

recognise some opinions. 

 

Speaking  

I sometimes communicate in Spanish in 

class and can ask key questions. I can ask 

and answer simple questions on this topic. 

Some answers include an opinion, 

connectives or adjectives.  

 

Reading  

I can understand the main points and 

opinions from a short text. I am able to 

use a dictionary with more confidence.  

 

Writing  

I can write 3-4 sentences on a limited 

number of topics with preparation, with 

opinions, adjectives or connectives. I can 

write for some different purposes (e.g. 

blog, post-card). 

I only write in the present tense. 

I can convey few key messages in 

translations.  

 

Writing: 

 

Translate the following sentences into Spanish: 

 

1. I like pop music. 

______________________________________ 

 

2. I watch reality tv. 

______________________________________ 

 

3. I am going to listen to classical music. 

______________________________________ 

 

4. I watched a cartoon. 

______________________________________ 

 

5. It is exciting. 

______________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 Listening  

I can understand and respond to familiar 

spoken language, identifying key points and 

some details  

 

Speaking  

I sometimes communicate in Spanish in 

class. I can answer simple questions and 

give back basic information.  

 

Reading  

I can understand and read out familiar 

written phrases.  

 

 

Writing – photo card 

Describe este foto 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. ............................................................. 

2. ............................................................ 

30% 

30% 
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Writing  

I can write short sentences which convey 

and express simple opinions in familiar 

contexts using a limited range of language 

with few spelling mistakes and some 

accuracy.  

3. ............................................................ 

4. ............................................................ 

 Listening   

I can understand few details in familiar 

spoken language. 

 

Speaking  

I can say and repeat words and short, 

simple phrases.  

 

Reading  

I can recognise and read out a few familiar 

words and phrases.  

 

Writing  

I can copy or write with support simple 

sentences or words with few spelling 

mistakes and some accuracy. 

 

Writing: 
 

You are completing a survey about popular tv shows 

and free-time activities. Make a list of six TV 

genres in Spanish: 

1. _______________ 

2. _______________ 

3. _______________ 

4. _______________ 

5. _______________ 

6. _______________ 

 

 

 

 

10% 


